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PRESS RELEASE - Söderköping, April 2010 

HTC Greyline™ takes floor grinding to new levels 
 
On 19th of April 2010 during Bauma in Munich HTC’s new floor grinding series HTC 
Greyline™ was launched. HTC Greyline™ with its excellent performance and quality 
combined with extremely competitive prices are believed to become new best sellers and 
an important part in HTC’s continued development. HTC Greyline™ is since the launch 
available for anyone grinding floors around the world.  
 
HTC Greyline™ consists today of four different floor grinders, two vacuum cleaners and specially designed 
diamond tools for removal of floor coverings and leveling of concrete floors. The series smallest machine, HTC 
Greyline™ 270 with a grinding width of 270 mm, can also be equipped with an accessory kit which turns the 
machine into an efficient edge grinder in just minutes. Overall, the machines are powerful and sturdy with many 
technical details unique to HTC Greyline™.  
 
HTC has for more than 20 years been the world leaders in the development of floor grinders and diamond tools for 
floors and that experience and knowledge has now been passed over to HTC Greyline™.  
 
HTC Greyline™ is perfectly suited for construction, floor prep, demolition and rental companies but will also give 
completely new customer segments the possibility to work with machines from HTC. 
 
For more info, please visit www.greygrinder.com. 

Contact 
Richard Larsson, Sales Director, HTC Sweden, Tel. +46 121 29400  
www.htc-floorsystems.com 
 
About HTC Sweden AB 
HTC Sweden is a fast growing company that was founded in 1987 by Håkan and Gunn Thysell. In 1992 HTC Sweden launched a 
patent pending system for grinding concrete. Today HTC is the market leader within diamond based concrete grinding. HTC has 
also developed unique floor solutions within polished concrete, e.g HTC Superfloor™ and recently the new diamond based 
cleaning system HTC Twister™ was launched internationally. The head office along with production and product development is 
located in Söderköping. Subsidiaries operate in USA, Germany, England and France. 3i group are minority owners in HTC since 
August 2006. 3i is a world leader in private equity and venture capital and focuses on investing minority stakes in high growth 
companies expanding organically or through acquisition. 
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